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Question ::
What makeup do you use?

Answer ::

I use a variety of professional products to get the feel of different brands. This ranges from MAC to Kryolan, NYX, as well as
international brands like Colorpop Cosmetics, Lorac, Australis Cosmetics, Morphe and Anastasia Beverly Hills, though I am
slowly but surely working out brands that test on animals. I strictly use Kryolan cream foundation.

Question ::
How long does a Makeup Application take?

Answer ::

A standard makeup application generally takes 45 minutes to an hour. This all depends on the look the client is going for.

Question ::
Will my makeup last all day?

Answer ::

It really depends on the individual. The makeup usually lasts for an entire event / 8-12 hours. I use quality primers and
setting sprays to ensure makeup stays in place. However, lipstick may require a touch up and clients with oily skin may
need to blot some shine away. I provide a touchup kit at an extra cost, however it's already included in the Bridal Package

Question ::
How do I remove my false lashes?

Answer ::

I usually advise clients to hold a cotton pad soaked in liquid eye makeup remover over their eyes for just under a minute.
This helps to loosen the glue and assists in making the lashes easier to peel off. Alternatively, vaseline or baby oil can be
rubbed on the lashline to loosen the glue. I don't recoommend sleeping with false lashes on, however, they can be reused.

Question ::
I just want light, natural makeup. Will it still cost me the full price?

Answer ::

Yes. I provide a high end service and the same amount of care goes into a natural makeup as any other makeup look I
create and quality products are used to ensure the best application.

Question ::
What does a makeup trial entail, and why is it important?

Answer ::

Any client can request a trial (at an additional fee) but trials are highly recommended for Brides and are included in the
Bridal Package. This is a 'preview session' for your big day where we will discuss the kind of makeup you usually wear (if
any) and ideas you may have. We will also discuss the details of your wedding (theme colours, style of your dress etc) and
give you the chance to experience the look you would have on your wedding day. It also provides the opportunity for
myself, you, and your wedding party to collaborate and share ideas on any improvements or changes pertaining to your
look for your wedding day. I will then create a look you will be 100% happy with, and then recreate it on the day of your
wedding.

